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FARADAY BAGS

THE GoDARK FARADAY BAG is an industrial 
strength Faraday bag that stops hacking and 
location tracking of your mobile phone or tablet 
by blocking all incoming and outgoing EMF 
signals between 600 MHz and 5 GHz including 
Wi-Fi, Cell Phone, Bluetooth and GPS.

Custom designed in the USA, our GoDark Tech brings 
together top grade signal blocking materials and a 

unique inner construction for uncompromising signal 
blocking capabilities you can rely on every time.  

The GoDark Faraday Bag has been thoroughly tested 
by an independent 3rd party lab to ensure proper 
signal blocking performance. 

We believe in the quality and performance of our 
GoDark bags which is why we’re not afraid to stand 
behind them with a Lifetime Warranty.

Signal Blocking that Works
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CONSISTENTLY RELIABLE PROTECTION
Trusting your Faraday bag to work as well in the field tomorrow as it 
does today is important, which is why we’ve taken great care to ensure 
the signal blocking abilities of the GoDark Faraday Bag do not become 
compromised with regular wear and tear.

GoDark bags are made with very durable 600D Poly Outer Shell with 
a PU face coat and a TPU backing that is both water and puncture 
resistant. A thin inner padding and felt liner further protect the signal 
blocking material from being damaged with repeated use.

FITS
Phone:

iPhone: 11 / X / 8+ / 8 / 7+ / 7 / 6S / 6S+ / 6

Samsung: S10 / S9+ / S9 / S8+ / S8 / S7 Edge / S7 / S6 Edge+ / S6

Tablet:

Apple: 10.5″ iPad Pro / iPad / iPad mini 4

Samsung: Tab S4 10.5″/Tab A 10.1″/Tab S3 9.7″/Tab S2 9.7″

FAILURE-FREE CLOSURE EVERY TIME
After much testing, the tailor-made roll-top design was chosen 
because we believe it provides the best failure-free signal blocking 
closure on the market. 

The roll-top closure and sturdy strap means no guesswork is need-
ed to visually verify your GoDark Faraday bag is properly closed 
and blocking all incoming and outgoing signals. Your privacy is too 
important for half measures.

PRIVACY AND SAFETY
The inner felt liner allows for privacy without compromising 
your safety. The liner ensures the metallic blocking material 
cannot inadvertently activate your touchscreen, including 
gestures when the screen is off, allowing you to keep your 
device powered on while in the bag. 

Take comfort in knowing you can have your phone out with 
photos rolling or emergency calls dialed while others are still 
waiting for their phone to power-up.
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